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About This Game

Three strangers are thrust into an unexpected situation together—they awaken only to find themselves on a spaceship called the
Blossom.

A mysterious journey lies ahead of them; what misadventures will they experience over the next two weeks?
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FEATURES:

Two to three hours of gameplay

Two routes

Four endings

Four CGs

Partial voice acting
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Title: Blossoms Bloom Brightest
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Reine Works
Publisher:
Reine Works
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017
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This short free to play visual novel from Reine Works and Dharker Studio feature three female characters aboard a spaceship
Blossom - Erica Matthews the captain, Kotoha Ichinose the mechanic and Sara Evans the doctor. After being sent into space
with no viable option to return to Earth, the trio decide to work together to overcome their differences over 14 days in which
Erica can develop a relationship with Kotoha or Sara and have a good or bad ending with.

Each route will take approximately 30-60 minutes. Soundtracks, CGs and overall game presentation are good after factoring in
appropriate background music for the futuristic space and romance themes in the story and animated sprites for each of the
main characters. It would be nice to have an extras section featuring CGs and music gallery in the game. Recommended as a
free to play visual novel for those who like a short yuri visual novel with light-hearted moments in-between or for those who like
a short game to finish and get all achievements in less than 10 hours. Would be interested to see Galaxy Angels and further
sequels with nice artwork and easy\/reasonable achievements being released in future.
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